Multimodal, multiphoton microscopy and image correlation analysis for characterizing corneal thermal damage
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1 Introduction

Since the realization that nonlinear optical signals of second-harmonic generation (SHG) and multiphoton excited fluorescence (MEF) may be effectively applied for biomedical imaging, optical microscopy entered a new realm of in-depth tissue imaging. Among the well-known advantages of multiphoton microscopy, enhanced imaging depth, confocal-like imaging quality, and increased specimen longevity enabled this approach to become the preferred choice for many tissue imaging applications. A number of pathological conditions such as skin aging, basal cell carcinoma, and melanoma have been demonstrated to be distinguishable from the normal tissue states.
In recent years, one particular tissue that has attracted considerable attention is the cornea. As the main refractive element in human vision, corneal health is closely related to the quality of vision. However, since a cornea is approximately 94% transmitting in the visible range, it has been difficult to study this organ with traditional one-photon imaging modalities. While reflected confocal microscopy has been effective in imaging the corneal epithelium and keratocytes, \(^6\)–\(^8\) corneal stroma composed almost entirely of type I collagen remains virtually invisible to reflected confocal imaging. However, since fibrous collagen are not centrally symmetric in structure, the nonvanishing second-order susceptibility tensor \(\chi_{ijkl}\) can contribute to SHG from the polarization \((P_i)\) effect induced by the external electric field \(E\):

\[
P_i = \chi_{ijkl} E_j E_k + \chi_{ijkl} E_k E_l + \ldots
\]

Therefore, since corneal stroma is composed largely of type I collagen, one can expect that SHG imaging would be an effective tool for imaging physiological and pathological conditions of the cornea.\(^11\)–\(^15\)

In previous studies, multiphoton autofluorescence (MAF) and SHG imaging have been effectively applied for corneal imaging. Structurally, MAF was effective in imaging corneal epithelia, while SHG microscopy can be used for characterizing corneal stroma.\(^16\)–\(^19\) Furthermore, pathological conditions such as corneal thermal damage, keratoconus, infectious keratitis, corneal scar, and corneal wound have been shown to be distinguishable from the normal tissue by multiphoton imaging.\(^11\)–\(^14\),\(^18\)–\(^20\),\(^22\) Among these studies, a feature that is of particular interest is the difference of the forward SHG (FW-SHG) and backward SHG (BWSHG) in the imaging of the ocular surface. While FWSHG and BWSHG images of the sclera reveal similarity in the structures of the fibrous collagen matrix, BWSHG of the transparent cornea is distinctively different from the FWSHG results and is not effective in revealing the fibrous architecture of the corneal stroma.\(^23\),\(^24\) A reasonable explanation for this phenomenon is that in turbid tissues, both the intrinsic BWSHG and the backscattered FWSHG contribute to backward-detected signals. However, the high transparency of cornea greatly reduces backscattered FWSHG signals, and it is conceivable that interference between adjacent and orthogonal layers contributed to the different morphological features of transparent corneas in the FWSHG and BWSHG images.

Recently, there have been reports using BWSHG for the imaging and quantitative determination of the extent of collagen thermal damage, including that of the porcine stroma.\(^14\),\(^25\)–\(^28\) It was found that at sufficiently high temperatures, BWSHG decreases. However, since the BWSHG and FWSHG images of the normal cornea are morphologically different, it is natural to ask whether BWSHG can be used for the accurate characterization of corneal thermal damage. In addition to decreasing BWSHG, previously reports show that an increase in autofluorescence (AF) intensity accompanies collagen thermal damage and that such increase may be due to tyrosine dimerization.\(^28\)–\(^31\) In this work, we used a multimodal imaging approach (MAF, BWSHG, and FWSHG) for the imaging and quantification of corneal thermal damage. In addition to determining the temperature dependence of the MAF, BWSHG, and FWSHG signals, we computed the image correlation index (ICI) at different temperatures, which provides quantification of morphological similarity between BWSHG and FWSHG images. From these analyses, we attempt to identify qualitative parameters useful for characterizing the extent of corneal thermal damage.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Multiphoton Instrumentation

For comparison with earlier research of corneal thermal damage on porcine eyeball, the entire bovine eyeball is placed on an inverted microscope for BWSHG imaging after thermal treatment. Afterward, the central cornea is excised and place on an upright, multimodal multiphoton microscope for MAF, BWSHG, and FWSHG imaging. The multiphoton imaging system we used was based on a diode-pumped solid-state (Millennia X, Spectra Physics, Mountain View, California) pumped femtosecond, titanium-sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) operating at the excitation wavelength of 780 nm. After passing through the beam controlling optics, the laser source is guided into an upright (E800, Nikon, Japan) or inverted (TE2000, Nikon) microscope, beam-expanded, and reflected into the focusing objectives (upright microscope: Fluor, WI, 40×, NA 0.8, Nikon; inverted microscope: XUMPLFL20XW, NA 0.95, Olympus) by a main dichroic mirror (700 dcspruv-3p, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, Vermont). Using an x-y galvanometer set, the focused excitation spot is directed onto different positions of the specimen. Powers of 73 mW (at specimen) and 100 mW were used on the cornea button and the entire eyeball, respectively.

In each optical scan using the upright system, a 256×256 pixelated region covering an area 55×55 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) is scanned in 1.3 s. In the inverted microscope, each 512×512 pixelated image with actual size 101×101 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) is acquired within 5.2 s. For large area imaging, after each optical scan, the specimens are translated by a sample positioning stage (H101, Prior ScientificInstruments Ltd., Cambridge, UK) In this manner, a large-area image 400×400 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) in size was obtained in the upright system, and the corresponding image size of 500×500 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) was achieved in the inverted system. The multiphoton images were obtained at the stromal surface.

In both the intact eyeball and excised corneal button imaging, MAF and BWSHG is collected in the epi-illuminated geometry by the focusing objective, and the collected signals first pass through the short-pass, main dichroic mirror. In the upright, multimodal system, the broadband MAF and BWSHG signal are then separated by a secondary dichroic mirror (435 dcrx, Chroma Technology) and respectively filtered by two bandpass filters (MAF: E4351p–700sp, BWSHG: HQ390/20, Chroma Technology) before reaching the detectors. Photon-counting photomultiplier tubes (R7400P, Hamamatsu, Japan) were used in the detection of MAF \((435 to 700 \text{ nm})\) and BWSHG \((380 to 400 \text{ nm})\) signals. On the other hand, the FWSHG signal was collected by a lens (focal length: 100 mm), reflected by a dichroic mirror (435 dcrx, Chroma Technology), and filtered by a bandpass filter (HQ390/20, Chroma Technology) before reaching the photon-counting photomultiplier (R5700P, Hamamatsu, Japan) for detection. In the inverted system, the BWSHG signals are fil-
tered by a series of sequentially aligned dichroic mirrors (555 dcxr, 460 dcxr, and 435 dcxr, Chroma Technology) and a bandpass filter (HQ390/20, Chroma Technology).

2.2 Corneal Specimens and Thermal Treatment
To obtain the bovine corneas used in this study, fresh bovine eyeballs are obtained from a local meat shop. Entire bovine eyeballs were heated in PBS buffer at 13 temperatures of 37, 40, 45, 50, 53, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 and 90°C for 10 min. After thermal treatment, the eyeballs are de-epithelialized and mounted on an inverted multiphoton microscope to obtain epi-luminescent BWSHG. After that, the central corneal button with 7 mm in diameter is excised for the acquisition of broadband MAF, BWSHG, and FWSHG using our upright, multiphoton multimodal system. For statistical significance, two randomly selected regions in each eyeball and three eyeballs at each temperature were imaged. As a result, six multiphoton images at each temperature were acquired and analyzed.

2.3 Imaging Analysis
To compare with the results in our earlier publication, the BWSHG signals obtained from entire eyeballs are computed over a 500 × 500 μm² area. Intensities of the MAF, FWSHG, and BWSHG signals in corneal buttons were computed over the large imaged area of 400 × 400 μm². In addition, the similarity between FWSHG and BWSHG images was determined through the image correlation index (ICI) based on Pearson’s product-moment coefficient. In this definition, ICI is given as:

\[ ICI = \frac{\sum (I_{FWSHG} - \mu_{FWSHG}) \cdot (I_{BWSHG} - \mu_{BWSHG})}{\sigma_{FWSHG} \cdot \sigma_{BWSHG}}, \]

where \( I \) is the respective signal intensity at pixel \( i \). Furthermore, \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) represent the average intensity and standard deviation of the entire image, respectively. In analyzing the correlation between the BWSHG and FWSHG images, image correlation is computed over the entire imaged area. For two images that are morphologically identical, the ICI is one, and two uncorrelated images would yield an ICI value of zero.

3 Results
Shown in Fig. 1 are the FWSHG and BWSHG images of untreated bovine cornea at the stromal surface. In the magnified images in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), fibril-like structure can be observed in both FWSHG and BWSHG images, as the white dashed lines indicate. However, while FWSHG effectively outlines the fibrous architecture of type I collagen matrix in stroma, the BWSHG image lacks the clear outline of the fibrous structure of the FWSHG results. To quantify morphological similarity between the images, we calculated the ICI between the FWSHG and BWSHG images and found a value of 0.35.

The intensity profile of corneal BWSHG obtained from entire bovine eyeballs are shown in Fig. 2. Our results show the general trend that BWSHG from corneas on intact eyeballs increases as the treating temperature rises and then decreases at higher temperature. Specifically, the BWSHG intensity increased from 37 to 40°C. In addition, local intensity maxima at 55, 65, and 80°C were found. These results compare favorably to the results of the previous study, where BWSHG increases dramatically when the temperature was raised to 45°C with additional intensity peaks at 53, 65, and 78°C. However, unlike the previous study, the temperature dependence of the BWSHG intensity in the current study did not decay significantly at temperatures above 80°C. This difference may be due to the different degree of collagen cross-linking between the bovine and porcine corneas.

In addition to BWSHG intensity analysis from intact eyeballs, we also compared and analyzed the FWSHG and BWSHG images of the thermally treated bovine cornea buttons at stromal surface. In particular, representative images at the treatment temperatures of 37, 53, 60, 75, and 85°C are shown in Fig. 3. At the two lower temperatures of 37 and 53°C, BWSHG and FWSHG images show morphologically distinct features, with the FWSHG images clearly delineating the fibrous architecture of stromal collagen. However, our results show that 60°C is the threshold temperature for the appear-

![Fig. 1 FWSHG and BWSHG images observed on the stromal surface of a normal bovine corneal button are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, while selected regions of interest in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are magnified and shown in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively.](image)

![Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of BWSHG intensity of bovine corneas (intact eyeballs).](image)
When the temperature rises over 60°C, distinguishable fibers can be observed in BWSHG images. At the higher temperatures of 75 and 85°C, the fibrous nature of individual collagen fibers becomes increasingly apparent in the BWSHG images as the FWSHG and BWSHG images converge in appearance. This observation suggests that there is an increase in the backscattered component of the FWSHG signal with increasing temperatures. This result is consistent with our observation that the specimen opacity tends to increase with increased thermal treatment. In order to quantify the extent of similarity between the FWSHG and BWSHG images, we computed an image correlation index (ICI) as defined in Eq. (2). The ICIs were computed for the FWSHG and BWSHG images at different temperatures, and the results are also plotted in Fig. 4. Below 60°C, ICIs on the corneal surface fluctuate between 0.17 and 0.27. However, the ICI value drastically increased from 0.22 at 55°C to 0.67 at 65°C. The image correlation analysis is consistent with the observation that the BWSHG images become increasingly similar to the FWSHG images at higher temperatures. In addition, normalized intensity of FWSHG, BWSHG, and MAF of the bovine corneal buttons at different temperatures are also shown in Fig. 4. Our results show a number of features associated with thermal treatment. First, MAF tends to increase with increasing temperatures, and there are local maxima of MAF at 50, 55, and 70°C, which correspond well with the peaks of the BWSHG. However, MAF drastically increases above 85°C. These observations suggest that at lower temperatures, MAF, most likely from the collagen cross-linkers, would modulate with changes in collagen organization. However, at higher temperatures, the formation of new autofluorescent species similar to the tyrosine molecules found under laser irradiation starts to appear. In comparison, the FWSHG signal shows definitive decrease with increasing temperatures. Specifically, between 55 and 65°C, the relative FWSHG intensity changed from 0.78 to 0.11. The relative FWSHG intensity remained below 0.1 for all higher temperatures up to 90°C. The earlier study on porcine corneas indicated that the corneal thermal denaturation temperature is around 65°C, and our qualitative image and FWSHG intensity results suggest that FWSHG is a more sensitive indicator of the extent of corneal thermal damage than the BWSHG signal.

### 4 Discussion

In this work, we used the multimodal imaging approach of multiphoton autofluorescence (MAF), forward second-harmonic generation (FWSHG), and backward second-harmonic generation (BWSHG) microscopy for characterizing the thermal denaturation of bovine corneal collagen. In addition to qualitative imaging, we quantitatively determined the temperature dependence of MAF, FWSHG, and BWSHG intensities. Furthermore, we attempted to correlate changes in FWSHG and BWSHG images by computing the image correlation index (ICI) at different temperatures. We found that MAF intensity has a general tendency to increase with temperature. The BWSHG increases when the temperature rises from 37 to 40°C, and as the treatment temperature increases, BWSHG shows a generally decreasing trend with local maximum at 55, 65, and 80°C. However, both the FWSHG and ICIs show a more drastic dependence on temperature, especially between 55 and 65°C. Specifically, FWSHG intensity decreased more than 80% within this temperature range, along with the appearance of the fibrous form of corneal collagen in the BWSHG images starting at 60°C. A reasonable explanation of BWSHG increasing from 37 to 40°C is that heat-induced collagen shrinkage increases the collagen density in tissue.

After that, thermal damage causes denaturation when the temperature is higher than 60°C. We suggest that a combination of thermal effects in tissue and molecular level should be responsible for the thermal denaturation phenomenon. First, thermally induced reorganization of the collagen matrix in tissue level decreases FWSHG efficiency, which is highly related to fibril size, interfibril spacing, and fiber orientation. Second, thermally induced tissue shrinkage increases localized collagen density, which may increase both FWSHG and BWSHG. The third mechanism is collagen denaturation at the molecular level, which reduces both FWSHG and BWSHG. Last, the increased tissue turbidity highly decreases FWSHG signals; however, it also contributes to backscattered signals. Moreover, the increase in backscattered signals also explains the increasing morphological similarity between FWSHG and BWSHG at higher temperatures.

In this work, we also repeat the experiment performed by Tan et al., obtaining the intensity profile of corneal BWSHG eyeballs. However, instead of porcine eyeballs, bovine eyeballs are used in our experiments. In addition, the heating...
duration of eyeballs is elongated from 5 min to 10 min. Our results show similar trends as in the earlier study. However, the BWSHG intensity peaks are not that obvious and occur at second-order phase transition. Therefore, both duration and temperature of heating dominate the denaturation of collagen molecules. This phenomenon is also observed in a study of collagen denaturation performed on rat tail tendon.

In conclusion, the combination of BWSHG, FWSHG, and MAF imaging and analysis may be used for the characterization of thermal damage in bovine corneas. With additional development, our approach may be extended to the clinical diagnosis of other corneal diseases.
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